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Commercial corridors need
revitalization

When streetcars and pedestrians ruled the
streets, commercial corridors sprouted along city
thoroughfares. Neighborhoods grew along street-
car routes, stops became neighborhood commer-
cial nodes, and route intersections became larger,
regional nodes.

The needs and uses of these corridors shifted
over time. Car ownership rose, urban life changed
and commercial corridors became auto arterials.
In many areas, neighborhood centers were
replaced by big box retail developments and
neighborhood stores became boutiques.

Today, commercial corridors continue to be
major transportation and commercial thorough-
fares.They play a central role in weaving together
the urban fabric of cities and shaping neighbor-
hood character.They still meet important neigh-
borhood retail needs and provide neighborhood
jobs, with access to more jobs.

Changes in investment models, transportation
habits and demographic patterns have placed stress
on many of the Twin Cities’ major corridors.They
are struggling to reshape themselves to remain
vital—or to regain vitality in a new context.

Funders and policy makers, including LISC
(Local Initiatives Support Coalition) and city
governments, have decided to increased their
attention to—and investment in—commercial
corridors. Now, they want information on the
most effective ways to focus their efforts.

The Commercial Corridors Institute was a
response to the record number of commercial
corridor initiatives underway in Minneapolis and
St. Paul. Often these initiatives work in isolation,
without the funding or technical support needed
to reach their goals.

The Institute was created to bring together
information and wisdom about revitalization
strategies, sharing it among the corridor initiatives
and institutions supporting them.

Cities can cooperate 
with each other

The vast effort required to create changes in

commercial corridors doesn’t always allow corri-
dors time to share the approaches they’ve tested
and found effective.While city planning and oth-
ers who provide technical assistance facilitate
intra-city information exchanges, municipal
boundaries can inhibit inter-city sharing.

The Commercial Corridor Institute benefited
from being a joint Minneapolis/St. Paul effort.
Both cities have identified commercial corridors
as a priority for development, and both have sev-
eral corridor initiatives working towards similar
goals.The Institute brought corridor representa-
tives and technical assistance providers from both
cities together throughout the year.

Each corridor initiative has different issues and
can access different political and program options,
so each has a different set of tactics and responses.

A supportive 
environment is created

The Institute was designed to establish a more
supportive environment for the many communi-
ty-based efforts seeking to reposition and
revitalize their commercial corridors. Its key goals
were to:

• Create opportunities for corridors to share
information, strategies, training, resources
and relationships with each other.

• Help public entities and funders understand
how they can best operate and invest on
those streets.

• Provide immediate technical support and
training to groups in the difficult implemen-
tation stage after initial planning is complete.

The Institute focuses 
on four themes

The Institute was shaped around four major
topics. Each of these topics was the focus of a
workshop in 2000 or early 2001. In each work-
shop, participants shared information and ideas,
identified key learnings and noted major barriers.

Corridor Viability: Attracting Business/

March 14, 2000. Strategic market analysis and
re/development was described and explained.The
different needs and approaches of corporate busi-
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nesses and small entrepreneurial strategies were
detailed, along with strategies for attracting them
to corridors.

Corridor Livability: Creating Beautiful

Places/May 30, 2000. Ways to make avenues
pleasant and convenient were presented.Tying the
details of parking, streetscape management, invest-
ment strategies, façade design, and Special Assess-
ment Districts together was a case study of rede-
velopment in Robbinsdale. Smaller groups
fleshed out the strategies, sharing the experiences
of other corridors.

Corridor “Imageability”: Promoting an

identity/September 21, 2000. Improving the
perceptions and realities of safety and service
within corridors was discussed. Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design, or CPTED, and
strategies for working with police outlined dis-
cussions of safety.Two case studies of cooperative
marketing demonstrated ways to position an
entire corridor to compete with modern retail
forms, shifting competition for patrons from
within the corridor towards between retail
centers.

Corridor Ability: Building

Cooperation/February 22, 2001. Participants
discussed organizing and coordinating the
avenue’s many interests, including building trust
and cooperation, securing funding, and complet-
ing projects. Central to this cooperation is part-
nerships, how to build and maintain them, who
to build them with, and defining appropriate
roles for each partner.The roles of governmental
agencies, of large institutions, and of transporta-
tion tied the discussion together.

Key partners must be involved
At each institute, participants stressed involving

key partners. Every case study, every successful
planning effort and every project involved many
key players.

These can include residents, property owners,
business owners, elected and appointed officials at
all levels and their staffs, governmental agencies,
non-profits, business associations, neighborhood
institutions, funders and consultants.
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Institute Participants
The Institute was attended and guided by a core Learning Team repre-

senting 13 commercial corridor initiatives in Minneapolis and St. Paul:

Central Avenue NE (Northeast Business Association, Northeast

Economic Development Corporation)

Franklin Avenue East (Seward Redesign, Seward Neighborhood Group)

Franklin Avenue West (HOPE Community, American Indian Housing

Development Corporation, American Indian Business Development

Corporation)

Lake Street (Lake Street Partners)

Nicollet Avenue (Nicollet Avenue Business Association)

Payne Avenue/Arcade Street (East Side Neighborhood Development

Corporation, Payne Avenue Main Street)

Rice Street (North End Area Revitalization, Inc.)

Robert/Concord Streets (Riverview Economic Development

Association)

Snelling Avenue (Hamline-Midway Area Revitalization Corporation)

University Avenue (University UNITED)

West Broadway (West Broadway Area Coalition, West Broadway

Business Association)

West 7th Street (West End Business Revitalization Corporation)

White Bear Avenue (White Bear Avenue Business Association)

Maria’s Restaurant and the Ancient Traders Market on East Franklin Avenue.



Corridors need profitable
businesses 

Corridors work only if the businesses located
in them are profitable. Corridor initiatives can
create viable, realistic visions if they understand
how businesses evaluate locations and if they find
ways to help entrepreneurs develop viable
businesses.

Creating and maintaining viability requires
strategic market analysis and redevelopment that
attracts business.

Housing can revitalize corridors
Residential population in commercial corri-

dors has dropped since they were first developed,
due in part to the demolition
of homes and apartments—
which have largely been
replaced by parking lots—and
significantly smaller house-
holds.The buying patterns of
Americans have shifted towards
larger retailers, which can be profitable with
smaller mark-ups.

As a result, corridors have an excess of com-
mercial property that can’t be profitably used,
leading to vacant properties and blight. One pos-
sibility for revitalization is to replace commercial
buildings or parking lots with housing.

Single-family neighborhoods near commercial
corridors often feel they are completely built-up
and express concern about density at the same

time they want to preserve existing commercial
uses.Along Broadway Avenue, for example, resi-
dents recognize that commercial preservation is
tied to a neighborhood population large enough
to support businesses. Blight has created other
opportunities, as dense housing is more accept-
able to the neighborhood than the existing use.

The University Avenue Corridor offers many
examples of how to create viability with new
housing. Emerald Gardens and 808 Berry Place is
adding 483 new rental and ownership homes on
the edge of Prospect Park; industrial and com-
mercial properties and a small number of rental
single-family homes formerly occupied the
seven-acre site. Parking concerns are met with

underground and new street park-
ing. In addition to bringing hun-
dreds of new residents into the
corridor, the project is dramatical-
ly increasing the value of the
property from $2.45 million to

$70 million, and the annual tax assessment will
rise from $97,820 to $984,282.

Seward’s three steps 
to a viable vision
David Fey, Seward Redesign

Seward neighborhood learned three steps to
create a viable vision for its “Main Street.” Using
them, the plan for Franklin Avenue balanced the
dreams and the economic realities of the setting.
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c o r r i d o r  v i a b i l i t y

Attracting Business

“Retail site selection

is like panning for

gold: there are many

suggested sites, but

only a few pan out.”

John Gelderman

Lessons Learned
Create a viable revitalization vision, boldly

framed with realistic expectations and

budget.

Recognize chain retail requirements and the

opportunities provided by entrepreneurs.

Find out what each needs, and if you have it,

recruit. If not, look for other opportunities.

Match your strengths with business and

entrepreneur interests.

Create a business-friendly environment.

Examine what is working and build on it.

Workshop
Speakers
David Fey, Seward

Redesign

John Gelderman,

Caribou Coffee

Maureen Mariano,

Owner Schweitz

Saloon and Chair,

Payne Ave. Main

Street Steering Com-

mittee

Mike Temali, Western

Initiatives for Neigh-

borhood Develop-

ment/Neighborhood

Development Corp.

(WIND/NDC)

Emerald Gardens, a new rental and ownership

housing development just off University Avenue in

Prospect Park, Minneapolis.



1. Frame the vision boldly, inspiring
enough to engage people, but in broad strokes
that can be implemented.

Involve all community stakeholders from the
beginning: businesses, property owners and resi-
dents. If everyone cooperates on a vision, they
can work together to implement it.

People have specific desires, but broad descrip-
tions create more opportunities. If people want a
Starbucks, explore deeper:What do they want a
Starbucks to accomplish? Understanding the goal
of creating a place to gather, an opportunity to
build community and promoting street activity
throughout the day opens more doors.

It is also important to talk about values.Are
franchises OK, or do people want locally owned
shops? Do they understand the tradeoffs?

2. Get to know existing and desired busi-

nesses. Talk to businesses that already have a
stake in the corridor. Learn what works for them,
what their challenges are, and why. Find out what
they need and their plans for the future.

Then, talk to businesses that will help the
vision become reality.They know what they need
to succeed and will share that, if asked. Discuss
their growth plans and identify sites that fit their
needs.

3. Balance redevelopment costs and

operating costs to determine a potential tenant
mix. Corridors need businesses that work in the
neighborhood and can pay leases to cover project
costs.There are three elements: what is the cost to
redevelop the property, what will operating costs
be, and what mix of tenants is desired. If they
can’t pay enough rent to pay off the bank, it
won’t work. In short:

Viability = market fit + cash flow

The resource of local entrepreneurs
Mike Temali,WIND/NDC

Local entrepreneurs provide a way of harness-
ing the potential of small spaces in old buildings
with little parking.They also provide good role
models for local youth, build social capital, and
are visible and often engaged as community lead-
ers. In bringing businesses into inner-city store-
fronts,WIND/NDC has had the greatest success
with small entrepreneurs.

Small entrepreneurs often work out of their
homes, and their needs are very different from
those of national or regional chains.They prefer:

• Small, affordable, ready-to-use spaces
• A comfortable, safe environment
• Other local uses to draw customers
• Setup simplicity
• Incentives and technical assistance
Local entrepreneurs are generally quite shy.

They are most easily found by asking neighbor-
hood residents or as a result of providing low-cost
or no-cost training and loans.They are encour-
aged by offers of marketing programs, advertising,
copy services, or free or inexpensive legal servic-
es. Once found, building relationships and trust is
critical, and often leads to requests for technical
assistance.

A practical strategy is to group small business
owners, like at the Mercado Central in Min-
neapolis.There, 47 Latino entrepreneurs are
tucked into very small spaces.While each business
is tiny, together they will gross $2 million in the
first 12 months of operations.The grouping pro-
vides the safety of numbers, it is easier to provide
technical assistance and the impact on the neigh-
borhood is greater.
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A new building for Seward Co-op was one part of

Seward Redesign’s effort along Franklin Avenue.

The Mercado Central at Bloomington Avenue an

dLake Street in Minneapolis houses 47 Latino

entrepreneurial businesses.



Neighborhood helped 
Schweitz Saloon’s expansion 
Maureen Mariano, Schweitz Saloon, chair of
the Payne Avenue Main Street Steering
Committee

Mariano purchased Schweitz in 1995 because
of changes taking place in the neighborhood.
Soon, she was considering expansion into an
adjacent building. Crime safety initiatives were
critical, as the perception of crime was shared
even among local residents.There was strong
political support at the city and state. Local
improvements plus ESNDC acquisition and ren-
ovation plans for two landmark buildings led
Mariano to trust her gut instinct to further invest.

The bank discouraged Mariano’s expansion
plans, but ESNDC and Main Street Project staff
encouragement offset that. Main Street develop-
ment funds helped with purchase and provided a
matching grant for a $120,000 façade improve-
ment.While the federal funds required jumping
through hoops “mind-boggling for a small busi-
ness owner,” ESNDC helped with the paper-
work.

Other ways ESNDC played a role in Mari-
ano’s decision were:

• Holding town meetings and organizing the
area to set a vision

• Being open and sharing information
¶ Streamlining the funding process and finding

creative financing solutions
• Hiring good consultants
• Facilitating communication with contractors

Retail chains consider 
only a few sites
John Gelderman, Caribou Coffee 

Retail chains have a structured process for site
selection. Because they use market area filters
before considering sites, few make it to the point
of being considered.

1. Market areas—businesses have market
areas (e.g. the Twin Cities), and a “perfect site”
outside the market area is not considered.

2. Submarkets—within market areas, busi-
nesses select submarkets (e.g. Minneapolis or St.

Paul).
3. Trade Area Identification—retailers have

criteria to rank specific areas based on demo-
graphics, density, incomes, education, and the
presence of other retail businesses.

4. Site details—for the first time, the site is
examined: Does it have enough traffic? Can it
meet parking requirements? Is it visible? Is there a
retail anchor?

5. Sales estimates—will this site generate
enough sales to make it profitable? Evaluations
compare existing sites with potential sites, and for
national chains with few local examples, it looks
riskier.

6. Field approval—there is no perfect site.
Urban sites do not show as well and are hard to
compare with other sites.

7. Risk management—new companies with
investors want an ideal site with no risk.

Sell your site with:
• Trade area, not the site
• Anything new – new is good
• “Sexy sites,” like good architecture
• An easy review - provide photos/plans/ren-

derings 
• A broker representative

Avoid:
• The phrase “up and coming”
• Focusing on cheap deals or negatives
• Giving up—formulas change over time, so

do not give up. Caribou started in an urban
area and is now in the suburbs. It has also
expanded to include both white collar and
bluecollar areas.
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One of the Caribou Coffee locations on Grand

Avenue, St. Paul.



New tools can make corridors
welcoming

Avenues need to be pleasant and convenient,
beautiful places that people find welcoming.

Over the last century, the role of the commer-
cial corridor has shifted from streetcar route to
car arterial.This has reduced convenience for
pedestrians and shoppers, but it has also created
new tools to increase livability. Parking,
streetscape management, Special Assessment Dis-
tricts, façade design, and investment strategies all
provide opportunities for commercial corridors.

Lessons Learned
Involve a wide circle of key players so they

feel it is their project, too.

Use a market-based strategy; it will be

money well spent. 

Create special places and connect them to

each other and to your regional neighbors.

Solve access and movement issues with

“hybrid” approaches to shared parking,

transit, and pedestrians.

Work with all the players.

Focus on the cake first, the icing later.

Central coordination can magnify the effect.

Downtown renewal: Learning from
Robbinsdale, Minnesota
Dan Cornejo, Planning Consultant, past
Director of Planning for Robbinsdale

In the century after its founding in 1893,
Robbinsdale evolved from a small town at the
end of the streetcar line into a place neither city
nor suburb.The streetcar line is
still Main Street, but the town
is a bedroom community and
malls compete with its down-
town businesses.While it is
often described as “built up,”
Robbinsdale is a one-story
community with significant parking and vacant
space.

The Robbinsdale City Council realized the
city was neither a car-oriented suburb nor a city,
and decided to take action.They hired consultants
to complete a land-use plan and a market analysis
of downtown.Their reports indicated the town
would be more successful if it were more like it
once was—a community with a historic retail
center.

Robbinsdale adopted a five-point strategy.
1. Position downtown as a community retail

center, building a “Hometown” image.
2. Recreate a distinctive physical character;

making use of the ample pavement.
3. Enhance existing businesses with comple-

mentary in-fill, recognizing the contributions of
current investors.

4. Promote a cooperative business effort.
5. Develop focus for the three existing com-

mercial districts.
Robbinsdale built on its strengths. It had com-

munity institutions, like a butcher and an excel-
lent bakery.There was an older, multi-story,
mixed-use mall with upper-story offices that
brought customers into retail spaces. Downtown,
surrounded by senior apartments, contained a
mix of uses.

City officials and planners pragmatically evalu-
ated what would and wouldn’t change.They
knew a total transformation of West Broadway to
the pedestrian-oriented street they wanted was
impossible, so they sought to tie it together.They
encouraged a unified character through design
guidelines, hired a consultant to create a thin,
accessible, Robbinsdale-specific booklet describ-
ing priorities, and used it as the basis for a façade
loan and grant program.

Using the Livable Communities Program
Helped

Robbinsdale used the similarity
of its vision and the Metropolitan
Council’s Livable Communities
Program goals to their advantage.
Based on the goals to densify
downtown, improve transit, add
life-cycle housing and address

zoning issues, the city received significant Met
Council LCA funding.
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Creating Beautiful Places

“Create a place, and

people will come to

the place, or to the

node, or to the corri-

dor if they think that

it all adds up to

something special.” 

Dan Cornejo

Workshop
Speakers
Dan Cornejo, Plan-

ning Consultant, past

Director of Planning

for Robbinsdale

Michael Larson,

Minneapolis Plan-

ning Department

Sara Harris, Dinky-

town Business Asso-

ciation

Katya Ricketts and

Rich Malloy, ESNDC



Densifying downtown consisted of specific
development projects. One block was redevel-
oped into a 57-unit, mixed-use building with
underground parking.An old Hennepin County
library became the home for the city’s historical
society and an art gallery.

Improving transit included streetscape and
pedestrian improvements and a new transit hub.A
busy county road,West Broadway, was trans-
formed into something parkway-like, using bulges
at the corners, widening the sidewalks, narrowing
the streets, and adding banners, plantings, and a
running fence to frame the street.A plaza, includ-
ing a mural depicting city history, was created.
The transit hub was controversial, but became the
perfect use for an old fire station.“No one wants
to go to an area that isn’t congested,” so they
intentionally created a congested area, with buses,
retail, offices and a Saturday farmers market.

To increase life-cycle housing, Robbinsdale is
looking for more places to build townhomes and
rehabilitating all the larger apartment buildings
on West Broadway.

Finally, the city rezoned a large portion of
downtown to encourage the denser, more pedes-
trian-friendly development it wants.After a sur-
vey of parking requirements in other inner-ring
suburbs and neighborhoods Robbinsdale hoped
to resemble, the city created a few shared parking
lots and cut parking requirements approximately
in half, with approximately one space for every
500 square feet of retail space.

Robbinsdale strategically used outside
resources and investments to create change.While
a century of evolution cannot be reversed in a
decade, Robbinsdale has a clear vision and is
becoming the Hometown it wants to be.

Special Assessment Districts: 
The Dinkytown Business
Association 
Sara Harris, Dinkytown Business Association

When multiple levels of government were
planning three major bridge improvements in
Dinkytown, the business association wanted to
install streetscape improvements at the same time.

It met with each local business to discuss a
Special Assessment District (SAD) and to build a
vision for the improvements. It created an assess-
ment structure that recognized the differing abili-
ties of businesses to pay.

The business association then invited non-
profits—who are not required to pay—to opt in
(some did).The business association also involved
residents, who are not assessed, and received NRP
support to fund residential areas.

Next, it set a scope of improvements, including
paving, sidewalks, and benches, pedestrian light-
ing, a plaza, signage, joint marketing, and light and
banner maintenance.

Two innovative features were included. First,
snow removal allows for narrower street lanes.
Second, no student or employee parking is pro-
vided; the improvements include on-street meters
and a public/private parking lot.

They were approved for a Pedestrian Zoning
Overlay district with reducing parking require-
ments and pedestrian-friendly streetscape stan-
dards.

Finally, all the business owners in the SAD
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Downtown Robbinsdale from above shows some of the streetscaping features

as well as the new plaza.

Dinkytown photo caption.



voted on the package.Thanks to detailed infor-
mation on what businesses would pay and what
the improvements would look like, a permanent
district was approved.

Finding parking solutions
Michael Larson, Minneapolis Planning
Department

Parking shortages can be one result of success-
ful commercial revitalization, and to a certain
extent, they may be desirable. Grand Avenue in
St. Paul and the Uptown area in Minneapolis are
crowded and vital in part because they force peo-
ple out of their cars and onto the sidewalks.

Problems usually come from an over-reliance
of on-street parking, business employees parking
in prime locations, high-volume businesses oper-
ating near residential areas, and lack of coopera-
tion among businesses. Most neighborhoods have
adequate parking but inadequate sharing of park-
ing among businesses with peak needs at different
times and inadequate maintenance—poor striping
results in underutilized lots.

Before considering solutions, it is important to
assess current parking.What are the patterns?
When are peak hours? Where are peak locations?
Who uses the parking? What opportunities are
there for partnerships and sharing to use spots
more effectively? This information can help use
existing parking more creatively. Regulatory
options like time limits, meters or permit parking
can also help avoid intrusive, visually unappealing,
and expensive new parking.

The role of local businesses and
neighborhoods:

• Assess current parking patterns (peak hours,
peak locations, users)

• Establish conversations among businesses,
neighbors and customers

• Identify potential solutions

The role of the city:
• Regulate the private parking supply
• Manage the public parking supply
• Analyze the existing situation
• Identify potential new sources of parking
• Make recommendations and implement

solutions

ESNDC did ‘cake first’
Katya Ricketts and Rich Malloy, ESNDC

The East Side Neighborhood Development
Company (ESNCD) began its revitalization work
on Payne Avenue with a vision and a catalogue of
the area’s assets.The primary goal was to re-build
investor confidence in order to generate excite-
ment and spur additional invest-
ment, at the same time building on
the neighborhood’s historic charac-
ter.

ESNDC decided the most strate-
gic way to invest its resources was to
avoid “doing the icing without the
cake.” It prioritized important inter-
sections and strong businesses and
tied ESNDC funding and support
to design guidelines.A point system
gave an edge to businesses that met
the criteria.

ESNDC made the program easy
to use by becoming a one-stop shop. It involved
the architect in early conversations with business
owners.While owners paid a portion of the cost
to ensure buy-in, ESNDC helped package
financing. Finally, ESNDC selected one contrac-
tor for all the projects and managed construction
and paperwork to reduce the work for business
owners.

The façade improvement program reinforced
the momentum building in the corridor and
enhanced other ESNDC renovation projects. It
supported area marketing and promotion, receiv-
ing good publicity in the local press, partly
because all the work happened at once. Design
and construction quality improved throughout
the corridor, and CPTED integration in the
design guidelines supported crime prevention
efforts.
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The Jenks Cafe on Payne Avenue.

Parking lots on Grand Avenue in St. Paul are

shared among neighborhood businesses.



Corridors need to create an identity
Corridors face the challenge of balancing

overt police strategies and less obvious design
strategies to improve corridor safety. Both tie into
physical redevelopment and cooperative corridor
marketing.

Imageability includes ways of improving per-
ceptions and realities of safety and service in a
corridor, as well as promoting an identity.

Lessons Learned
Every location has unique safety concerns

and requires a unique response.

Meet partners where they are—determine

each stakeholder’s needs and work to meet

them. 

Enforcement strategies are controversial.

Have good communications, a public rela-

tions strategy and community buy-in. 

Integrate police into the community through

beat and bike officers. Consistent officers

help build trust with the community.

Consider the messages sent by strategies.

Camera surveillance sends “unsafe” mes-

sages, but may be justified if the community

is perceived of as unsafe.

Fighting crime through
environmental design
Dan Niziolek, Minneapolis Planning
Department

Crime Prevention Through Environmental
Design (CPTED) uses the natural and built envi-
ronment more effectively to make areas safe.
Three design principles subtly encourage com-
munity members to participate
in keeping spaces safe.The
results are reduced fear and
incidence of crime and
increased quality of life.

1. Natural Surveillance is
the ability to observe and be
observed. It is implemented by creating visual
connections within the community, also between

inside and outside spaces. Create open spaces at
eye level. Build observable parking overlooked by
windows. Extend the hours of activity by mixing
uses. Use light to create a warm, friendly atmos-
phere, and avoid blinding “wall packs.” Invite
pedestrians with a pleasant, interesting walking
experience.

2. Natural Access Control denies easy access
to crime targets and creates a perception of risk
for offenders. It is implemented through physical
barriers that do not interfere with natural surveil-
lance or create an impression of danger, like win-
dow boxes and wrought iron fences. Build park-
ing lots with strong borders and limited access
draw attention to those who enter and leave.
Design for easy repair.

3. Territorial Reinforcement creates a sense
of ownership, defines public and private space,
and outlines what should happen in that space. It
is implemented by defining ownership with clear
borders like fences and planted areas and embrac-
ing the street. Create a relationship between side-
walks and semi-private spaces with windows and
small set-backs. Remember to include windows

on all sides of buildings and use
corner entries. Create a common
neighborhood identity, including
ample public amenities.

The physical environment can
create a sense of safety and own-

ership, or the opposite. Corridor initiatives have
sold CPTED principles to business owners by
showing that a safe, inviting environment brings
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Promoting an Identity

“Talk to one another

and find out who you

are… what are we

really good at and

how do we make the

best of that?” 

Joann Christ

Workshop
Speakers
Dan Niziolek,

Minneapolis

Planning Department

George Garnett, 

West Broadway Area

Coalition

Joanne Christ, The

Black Forest

Restaurant

Doug Copeland,

Riverview Economic

Development

Association

Saint Paul outlines its CPTED strategies in the

booklet Design for Saint Paul Public Safety.



customers in the door.They have also built them
into façade improvement projects through coor-
dinated planning and architecture, and helped
fund implementation with funding from the Met
Council or matching grants. City staff familiar
with CPTED are happy to provide additional
assistance.

Safety is more than police
presence 
George Garnett,West Broadway Area
Coalition

Safety is not simple, nor is there a “one size fits
all approach.” It depends on the context and the
level of the problem. Police presence may be part
of the answer, if it is integrated into a more effec-
tive, wider strategy of community organizing and
prevention.

Any safety strategy depends on four things:
• Sustainability, where the response is as per-

sistent as the problem.
• Buy-in, by both the police and the commu-

nity, to foster cooperation and avoid commu-
nity resistance.

• Communication and cooperation, so trust
can be built and information shared.

• Pragmatism, with plans crafted to meet the
needs of both community and police and an
understanding of available resources.

Along St. Paul’s Payne Avenue, ESNDC built
relationships between business owners, employ-
ees, residents and the police.The community
educated itself about its role in community safety
through ride-alongs with officers, receiving train-
ing on intervening in situations and regular meet-
ings between officers and community members.
Consistent, stable beat officers worked in the
neighborhood and visited local businesses, provid-
ing them with information designed to encour-
age them to call.A system was organized such
that calls went directly to local beat officers,
encouraging immediate responses to quality of
life issues.

Along Broadway, the focus is on pragmatism
and sustainability.The police needed pictures for
identification of offenders.The corridor needed
stronger actions than the existing community

policing, block clubs and weed and
seed programs. Given available fund-
ing, the community and police felt the
installation of video cameras along the
street would serve everyone’s needs.

Cooperation can bring customers to
a corridor

Neighboring businesses can coop-
erate to draw more customers into the
area rather than compete for them. It
is not easy—businesses often struggle
to trust neighboring businesses.

Grassroots organizing and building
relationships around concrete tasks helps over-
come distrust and builds strong, committed lead-
ership.

It takes time to assess local strengths and
unique characteristics. (“What are we really good
at and how do we make the best of that?”) It
requires the support of consultants, non-profit
agencies, for-profit businesses and governmental
agencies.And it takes patience to complete proj-
ects or events that businesses perceive as useful to
their individual interests.

Successful districts spark interest to get busi-
nesses involved and bring in customers.They rally
around a distinctive logo, a festival, infrastructure
improvements, or cooperative marketing.They
also balance control of initiatives (for example, by
trademarking a logo) and flexibility (encouraging
businesses to use the logo as they wish.) 

District del Sol helped create an
identity for the area
Douglas Copeland, REDA

Work on the West Side of St. Paul began with
a LISC grant to the Riverview Economic Devel-
opment Association (www.districtdelsol.com) to
hire staff and consultants for a revitalization proj-
ect.“There was a lack of identity on the West
Side,” said Doug Copeland. In response, staff
began three activities: a “West Side of what?”
campaign to spark curiosity, grassroots organizing
and façade improvement guidelines.

Next,“A core group of merchants got togeth-
er and started working to survey people to find
out,‘What characteristics of the West Side do you
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The logo for District del

Sol, on the Westside of

St. Paul, was unveiled

at the annual Cinco de

Mayo festival.



find appealing?’”The answer: authenticity
of the ethnic character and the colorful
nature of the neighborhood.

Name brainstorming landed on District
del Sol—a mix of languages to convey a
mix of cultures.Then, they hired a market-
ing firm to create a logo.

The logo’s grand opening was held at
the local Cinco de Mayo festival. Soon the logo
took on a life of its own. One business owner
painted it on the front of his store.Another asked if
he could include it in a newspaper advertisement.
A gas station wanted to put it out on their sign.

At the same time, the Cinco de Mayo festival
was growing—95,000 people attended in 2003.
The District uses the same branding principles at
the festival.Volunteers steer planning.A profes-
sional festival management company ensures a
well-planned event.This adds safety, along with
communication that ensures all affected local and
city groups know what to expect.The festival is
recognizable from year to year by including con-
sistent locations for activities, mirroring the con-
sistency of the logo.

The District continues work on small projects,
keeping energy in the revitalization by rallying
around small projects and events.

Eat Street capitalized on its
strengths
Joanne Christ,The Black Forest Restaurant

Nicollet Avenue was struggling with a negative
perception and neglected infrastructure. People
told Christ,“I will not come into that neighbor-
hood… I grew up there, I lived there when I was
20, but I don’t go back there.”Today’s bustling
street began as a grassroots effort to change that.

“What we did then was to look at our
stretch... to count the businesses, and what we
found out to our great joy and amazement was
that there were 55 food-related businesses in that
particular area.” Most were family-run with
tremendous ethnic diversity, and several had been
open for decades.

They began with infrastructure improvements
along the entire avenue.This required close coop-
eration with and significant support from the city
and county and creating a Special Services Dis-
trict to maintain them.

Businesses were distrustful, wondering,“why
should I do something that benefits my competi-
tor down the block and not myself first?” In an
effort to overcome it, several businesses recruited
pro bono services from an outside marketing
firm.

The result was a new identity for Nicollet
Avenue, Eat Street, a name now promoted with
formal marketing materials, a partnership with
the Convention Center and circulator busses.
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Special Services Districts and 
Special Assessment Districts 
A Special Services District (SSD) or Special Assessment District

(SAD) is formed by legislation. The City Council specifies a geo-

graphic district, improvements and services that may be provided

and an assessment on commercial and industrial properties to

pay for the services. They are often required to maintain request-

ed infrastructure improvements. 

Businesses are assessed to fund improvements and mainte-

nance, but non-profits are not required to pay, and residents do

not. Each district sets up its own formula to calculate the assess-

ment, and the assessment decreases over time. Districts can be

permanent or renewable.

Fifty-five food-related businesses on Nicollet

Avenue joined together to create Eat Street.



There are three models 
for corridor initiatives

Ability is the capacity of a corridor to organ-
ize and coordinate its various interests.This
includes building trust and cooperation, securing
funding, and completing projects.

Commercial corridor initiatives in the Twin
Cities have adopted three organizing models, all
of which have experienced success when accom-
panied by a skilled, capable lead organization:

Non-profit initiated, such as along Payne
Avenue and Central Avenue
http://www.liscnet.org/whatwedo/programs/ma
instreet/net_info/net_site_sum.shtml 

High-profile initiatives with corporate and
political leadership and community partners, such
as Midtown Community Works Partnership
http://www.midtowncommunityworks.org 

Volunteer-based collaboration, such as that
along Nicollet Avenue/Eat Street 

Lessons Learned
Corridor ability is based on relationships.

Partners have different needs and different

roles, but all partners need to benefit from

their participation.

Transportation drives land use decisions and

design within commercial corridors.

Challenges
Maintaining a strong lead organization.

Creating a sense of ownership for corridors.

Responding to changing transportation

issues, plans, and needs.

Creating a common purpose and building

relationships and trust among corridor

businesses and institutions.

Partners, partnerships, and
relationships

Corridor building is like community building;
its success relies heavily on relationships.

Each partner has different reasons for being
involved.To maintain partnerships, it is key to
identify those interests and match involvement
with motivations. Each partnership is unique.

A wide variety of partners may be involved:
• Neighborhood groups
• Business associations/chambers of commerce
• Local institutions like social service providers

and non-profits
• Nonprofit intermediaries, like LISC
• Corporate leaders
• Public agencies, like transportation, planning,

public works 
The diversity of partners and their goals makes

effective cooperation complex. Limiting demands
on time and involving partners only in activities
they find useful is important.

Large institutions pose unique challenges.
While they are often removed from life on the
street, their clients or employees depend on corri-
dor services, retail, and transportation and support
area businesses. However, their needs do
not always match those of other corridor
businesses, and they feel varying levels of
involvement in the corridor’s future.

Along Snelling Avenue, both
MNDOT and the Hamline University
Coalition are partners, but their relation-
ships with corridor revitalization are different.As
a funder and because of its jurisdiction over road
design standards, MNDOT is updated on the
coalition’s activities and reports back on the
acceptability of plans. However, it does not set the
agenda for planning and revitalization. On the
other hand, if the Hamline University Coalition
is not happy with the agenda or the direction of
planning, the plan is changed.

Relationships are built over time and in ways
that fit the organization. ESNDC has created
relationships through specific projects. Nicollet
Avenue has used an ad hoc approach, building
trust through many small, concrete projects and
repeating the same activities on different parts of
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c o r r i d o r  a b i l i t y

Building Cooperation

“One of the underly-

ing, really critical

aspects of any corri-

dor revitalization is

transportation, and

that certainly tends

to dictate a lot of the

other urban design

and planning issues” 

Brian McMahon



the Avenue. University Avenue structures its part-
nerships as interdependent task forces.

Transportation dictates corridor
decisions

Most commercial corridors grew up along
historic transportation corridors, usually streetcar
routes.As transportation shifted to cars, people’s
relationships with corridors changed.

Transportation continues to dictate corridor
land use decisions and design, where road stan-
dards outline the possibilities. Corridors are often
under the jurisdiction of many agencies, making
planning and coordination complicated. Howev-
er, it opens up alternative funding sources.

Road standards balance the tension between
opportunities for drivers to stop and shop and
moving traffic quickly. MNDOT standards are
based on efficient traffic movement and vehicular
safety. Unfortunately, they do not consider pedes-

trian safety or recognize how commercial corri-
dors differ from other roadways.

University Avenue navigates all these factors.
Historically a streetcar route and then the major
arterial between the downtowns of Minneapolis
and St. Paul, the opening of I94 changed the
character of the street. Discussion of building
light rail along the corridor has been ‘hanging
over’ the street for over a decade. Planning efforts
require the coordination of two cities, two coun-
ties, the University of Minnesota, and several
other major institutions.

Gaining government 
support takes effort

Cooperation between governmental agencies
and grassroots initiatives can be rewarding or frus-
trating.There is always the tension of balancing
top-down and grassroots approaches, which can
lead to frustrations over funding, technical and
staff support, unified goals, and planning and
implementation approaches.

One challenge for corridors is securing gov-
ernmental support, including staff time and fund-
ing. Shrinking planning departments want to
avoid the pitfalls of a top-down process. Instead,
cities respond where there is need, significant
energy and investment and lots of people saying,
“let’s do a plan!”

Corridors are learning to work with multiple
governmental levels, as other agencies may have
more time and resources.Along Snelling Avenue,
MNDOT approved funding for planning when
St. Paul’s Planning and Economic Development
staff were focused on other parts of the city.

Corridors can plan independently, keeping
agencies informed of progress to encourage sup-
port once the plan is complete. St. Paul has
guidelines that explain City Council endorse-
ment requirements so the plan can be included in
the comprehensive plan and receive city funding.

Alternatively, corridors can work with other
organizations that share similar goals. For exam-
ple, Snelling Avenue’s communication with Tran-
sit for Livable Communities informed it of fund-
ing sources and opportunities for lobbying
decision-makers.
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The streetcar map of Minneapolis continues to dictate the commecial corridors

in the present day. Map © 1946, Twin City Lines. Courtesy of the Minnesota Historical Society.



Investments need to be leveraged
Government departments, foundations, and

other funders often require that their investments
be leveraged. Revitalization work is expensive
and cannot succeed without it. Corridor busi-
nesses have an inherent interest in revitalization,
creating many possibilities for leveraging involve-
ment in participation, planning, financing and
organizational infrastructure.

Several St. Paul corridors have leveraged 1:1
financial matches from business owners through
STAR (Sales Tax Revitalization Program) grants
for streetscape improvements, including along
Payne Avenue.

There are many ways to access corporate
resources, but all require clear requests and a focus
on where their needs and corridor needs meet.

One example, the Midtown Community
Works Partnership along the 28th Street Green-
way from Uptown to the Mississippi River, uses a
less common approach. 13 corporate institutions
are financial participants, cooperating with Min-
neapolis representatives, Hennepin County repre-
sentatives, the Met Council and non-profit LISC.
Their leverage of staff time and expertise matches
municipal planning and funding to promote the
Midtown Greenway/Lake Street Corridor as an
attractive and smart place for new investment.

Business and residents 
build bridges

Resident focused organizations and business
associations tend to have different problem-
solving cultures and to focus on different types of
problems.At times, they seem to work in
opposition.

Despite perceived differences, their interests
are closely tied. Retail businesses depend on local
customers and provide valued amenities.Traffic
patterns, parking, and safety can determine busi-
ness success or failure and resident quality of life.
Cultivating communication around common
interests can better serve both groups, preventing
conflicts and attracting others to the community.

Personal relationships are the most common
solution. Board members who have “spent time
on both sides of the tracks” can translate

approaches and interests.
University Avenue has taken a constitutional

approach to solving the problem, using bylaws
require that both be represented on the board,
proportionate voting, and a resident/business
board chair rotation.

Corridors belong to no one
Commercial corridors are commonly arterial

streets defining neighborhood borders.They are
seen as passing through neighborhoods rather
than as integral neighborhood pieces contributing
to livability. Often, neighborhood associations
don’t take ownership of them and neglect to
include them in plans.

For example, Broadway lines four neighbor-
hoods, but as each put together their NRP
(Neighborhood Revitalization Program) plans,
the first three made no mention of Broadway.
Learning from the other neighborhoods,
Hawthorne included it in its plan.

Nicollet Avenue is an exception—it runs
down the center of several neighborhoods that
have a clear sense of ownership of the street and
have spent decades working on it.This history has
simplified relationship building in recent efforts.
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Too often, commercial corridors are thought to belong to no one—

creating a ‘no man’s land”effect.


